EPOTEC. THE Proven Hi Build Pool Coating
Autumn is here.

Winter woes soon to follow.

Often by this time the pool has been keeping you and the family refreshed through what for most has
been a rather wet summer. Some locations had really hot days and no doubt your pool worked over time
then!!
It may be looking a bit jaded and in need of a spruce up before next season. You can wait till spring time
but moody weather then makes for difficult conditions for this spruce up…… autumn with clear sunny
days provides an ideal time. (And the dry up north in winter of course).
In the last few months many interesting projects came across our desk and some of them are highlighted
here. More can be seen on our web site under “Project Gallery”.
Epotec’s growing list of satisfied customers is a wonderful thing. We have placed some of the DIY ones
below. Why not join in and share the benefits.

Are you feeling this relaxed about your pool?
May be you would like some advice about
resurfacing? If so just contact us for
excellent service.

Painting in winter?

With the winter coming don’t be tempted to
let you pool become a pond. (It costs more
to bring it back, than managing it.)

Keep it looking good and
winterise it.

Use a marque to keep
the weather out.

What’s this?
Here is a worn coating on a fibreglass
pool. Steps being a high wear area,
shows up the problem first. Not enough
coating applied and the result is that a
recoat is badly needed after only 3
years use.
The other image (on left) shows much
of the bottom where the true extent of a
cheap job shows up.

There are no cheap pool jobs.

Epotec has over 20 years proven usage in swimming pools in Australasia…you can have the same.
benefits.

From an abandoned mess to an attractive pool in a few weeks by a DIY owner. Here’s a pool
on the Gold Coast, that was past it. (A fill in!!) The owner sensed it was redeemable and with
some elbow grease, the right tools and a little determination plus using Epotec, (Bondi) the
result is an attractive feature of the front yard.

Epotec, THE Proven Hi Build Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen,
Pebblecrete or Concrete. Epotec will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We
work with you, DIY, with your painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available.

See our web site for helpful information and more images of Epotec in action www.poolpaint.com.au
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